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PART A: Policy and Legislative Analysis 

A.1. The ‘Policy Issue’ and the policy and legislative context  

 

 

1. Define the problem / the policy issue which the Bill is designed to address; to what extent 

is it an issue requiring attention? What is the scale of the problem and who is affected? 

What is the evidence base for the Bill?  

 

 

What is the problem / the policy issue which the Bill is designed to address? 

1.1 The intention outlined in this Private Members, No Consent, No Sale Bill 2019 is to put 

the provisions of the Central Bank of Ireland’s (CBI) 1991 voluntary Code of Practice on the 

Transfer of Mortgages (Code of Practice) into statute.  This would introduce a statutory 

obligation on a lender to seek permission from the borrower before a loan is sold when it 

relates to a residential property.   This essentially would eliminate the market for loan sales 

in Ireland.  The Bill is disproportionate and likely unconstitutional. 

 

1.2 It is likely to result in: 

 higher mortgage interest rates for customers, particularly those with standard 

variable rate mortgages,  

 reduced availability of mortgage lending overall, with stricter conditions,  

 a potentially severe restriction in Irish banks’ capacity to access Eurosystem 

credit, particularly in a crisis or at times of market stress (total monetary policy 

lending to Irish domiciled institutions rose to €140 billion towards end of 2010), 

 institutions losing the ability to use securitisations, in all its forms, 

 increased repossessions by banks as their ability to reduce NPLs through sales 

will be severely reduced, 

 a reduction in new entrants and less competition in the Irish mortgage market,  

 significantly reducing the value of the State’s shareholding in the banks.  

 

1.3 The context for the introduction of this Bill is the number of recent non-performing 

loans (NPLs) sales by banks to private equity funds.  This Bill will have the effect of essentially 

ending the ability of banks to sell their NPLs. There is a common belief that borrowers whose 

loans are sold by a bank to a private equity fund are at a disadvantage because of the sale.  

However, the Government and the CBI are both strongly of the view that the current 

regulatory framework provides sufficient protections to consumers whose loans are being 

sold.   

 

1.4 These protections include: 

 Consumer Protection (Regulation of Credit Servicing Firms) Act 2015 
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 Consumer Protection (Regulation of Credit Servicing Firms) Act 2018 

 The various statutory Central Bank Codes of Conduct which includes; the Code of 

Conduct on Mortgage Arrears (CCMA) and the Consumer Protection Code (CPC) 

 The Land and Conveyancing Law Reform (Amendment) Bill 2019. 

 

1.5 More generally, most loan agreements include a clause that allows the original lender 

to sell the loan on to another firm.  When a loan is sold on to another regulated entity, the 

relevant Irish and EU consumer protections continue to apply.  The legislation identified 

above, and the statutory codes, address any consumer protection issues that could arise.  

 

 

To what extent is it an issue requiring attention? 

1.6 The Government does not believe that this Bill is necessary and along with the CBI 

(who have provided detailed observations, letter attached at Appendix A) has significant 

concerns from a consumer protection, prudential supervision and financial stability 

perspective.  In 2018, the CBI carried out a review of the statutory CCMA specifically in the 

context of the sale of loans.  The Report was published in November last year and found that 

for borrowers who engage with the process, the CCMA is working effectively and as intended 

in the context of the sale of loans by regulated lenders. 

 

1.7 The CCMA review sought the views of consumer representatives and advocates 

working to assist borrowers in financial difficulty, as well as statutory bodies and industry 

stakeholders. The CBI also conducted inspections of a Retail Credit Firm, two Credit Servicing 

Firms and a bank.  They gathered and analysed data relating to arrangements being 

considered and being put in place by banks, Retail Credit Firms and Unregulated Loan Owners 

and also ascertained whether they were more or less active in relation to repossessions.  The 

CBI found that the CCMA is working effectively and as intended in the context of the sale of 

loans by regulated lenders.  They also found no material difference in the level of repossession 

activity.   

 

 

What is the evidence base for the Bill? 

1.8 In simple terms, the Bill is a “cut and paste”, with some minor amendments, of the 

outdated voluntary Code of Practice.   The background to the issuing of the Code of Practice 

by the CBI in 1991 was that mortgage customers were offered free shares in their building 

society which gave them the right to vote on the conversions of building societies to public 

limited companies.  Additionally, securitisations were becoming more prevalent during the 

1980s and 1990s.  If the member's mortgage was sold to a third party or had been securitised, 

the mortgage customer lost the right to vote on conversions.  
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1.9 The Code of Practice required that borrowers must consent to their mortgages being 

transferred and the lender was required to provide a statement containing sufficient 

information to enable the borrower to make an informed decision.  The Code of Practice was 

issued as a voluntary Code (as opposed to the other CBI Codes of Conduct issued under 

Section 117 of the Central Bank Act 1989).  Consequently, the CBI’s regulatory powers, 

including the use of its Administrative Sanctions powers, do not apply to the Code of Practice.  

  

1.10 The CBI is of the view that the voluntary Code of Practice is not appropriate in the 

modern financial environment, and certainly not in statute.  The Department of Finance has 

been informed by the CBI that it is considering revoking or removing this voluntary Code of 

Practice as it leads to confusion regarding the protections available to consumers whose loans 

are being transferred.   

 

1.11 The mortgage market has changed significantly since the introduction of the Code of 

Practice in 1991, and mortgage contracts now generally include a clause that the borrower's 

loan can be sold, which the borrower consents to when signing their mortgage contract.  So 

the Bill’s requirement for consent before a loan can be sold, despite the clause that permits 

sale in most mortgage contracts, interferes with the constitutional protection of property 

rights which are outlined in detail later in this submission.  This would also act as a major 

deterrent for new entrants to the market, as their ability to exit the market if their plans do 

not work out, would be severely restricted.  To transfer their book on exit, they would need 

the consent of each individual mortgage holder, which in practice is likely to be impossible.   

 

1.12 The Government is committed to supporting those who find themselves in mortgage 

arrears. The establishment of the Abhaile scheme in 2016 has made a significant impact, 

especially in reaching and assisting those in very long term arrears.  The aim of the scheme is 

to help insolvent mortgage holders who are at risk of losing their homes, to identify and put 

in place solutions to their mortgage arrears and to keep them, wherever possible, in their own 

homes.  In its first two years of operation, Abhaile has provided free financial advice and 

negotiation support to over 10,000 households in mortgage arrears (11,695 individual 

borrowers).  Over 7,100 borrowers facing repossession proceedings have received advice and 

support under Abhaile from a Court Mentor and almost 4,800 borrowers facing repossession 

proceedings have received legal assistance at court from an Abhaile Duty Solicitor. These 

supports are the measures that provide real and concrete assistance to those who need help. 

 

1.13 Legislation has been introduced in recent years to address concerns regarding 

consumer protections when banks were selling mortgage loans. The Consumer Protection 

(Regulation of Credit Servicing Firms) Act 2015 provides that the consumer protections which 

a borrower had before a loan was sold are not lost following the sale of the loan.   

Furthermore, the Government’s support of Deputy Michael McGrath’s recent Consumer 

Protection (Regulation of Credit Servicing Firms) Act 2018, which has now come into effect, 
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further illustrates this Government’s determination to assist those who find themselves in 

mortgage arrears. This most recent Act provides that any entity which holds legal title to, or 

takes key decisions in respect of, a consumer mortgage or other loan must be authorised and 

regulated by the CBI. 

 

1.14 The Land and Conveyancing Law Reform (Amendment) Bill 2019 provides that a court 

shall, in repossession proceedings, consider whether the making of an order would be 

proportionate in all the circumstances of the case. For that purpose, it may take account of a 

range of factors, including issues like engagement with the lender and family dependents 

amongst other things.  

 

 

2. What is the current policy and legislative context, including are there any proposed 

Government Bills or general schemes designed to address the issue? Have there been 

previous attempts to address the issue via legislation?  

2.1 Neither the Government, nor the CBI believes there is a need for legislation in this 

area and both are convinced that the current regulatory framework that includes the 

statutory codes provide sufficient and appropriate protections for the consumer.  

 

2.2 As previously mentioned, the Consumer Protection (Regulation of Credit Servicing 

Firms) Act 2015 filled the consumer protection gap where loans were sold by the original 

lender to an unregulated firm.  It ensured that consumers whose loans were sold to another 

firm maintained the same regulatory protections they had prior to the sale, including those 

under the various statutory Codes of Conduct issued by the CBI.    And, last year, the 

Government supported the passing of Deputy Michael McGrath’s Consumer Protection 

(Regulation of Credit Servicing Firms) Act 2018 that expanded the activity of ‘credit servicing’ 

to include ownership of legal title to credit granted under a credit agreement, and associated 

ownership activities.  This Act was commenced on 21 January 2019.  Given the primary 

objective for this Bill is to enable borrowers to block the transfer of their mortgages to private 

equity funds, it could be argued that passing this Bill would render Deputy McGrath’s Act 

obsolete.  

 

2.3 The CCMA is a statutory code put in place to ensure that lenders have fair and 

transparent processes in place for dealing with borrowers in or facing mortgage arrears. 

Within this process, regard must be given to the fact that each case is unique and needs to be 

considered on its own merits. All cases must be handled sympathetically and positively by the 

lender, with the objective at all times of assisting the borrower to meet his or her mortgage 

obligations. Lenders must comply with the CCMA as a matter of law. The CCMA requires that 

lenders follow the Mortgage Arrears Resolution Process (MARP) when dealing with borrowers 

in or facing mortgage arrears. Within the MARP, lenders are required to ensure that 

communications are proportionate and not excessive, taking into account borrowers’ 
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circumstances, and that communications are not aggressive, intimidating or harassing. 

Lenders must gather relevant information from borrowers through the Standard Financial 

Statement, examine each case on its individual merits and determine which alternative 

repayment arrangement (arrangement) from that lender’s suite of arrangements are viable 

for each particular case. If an arrangement cannot be agreed with the borrower, lenders must 

inform the borrower about other options. Borrowers are also entitled to appeal key decisions 

of the lender. The CCMA does not require a regulated entity to include any particular 

arrangement within the suite of arrangements that it provides, nor does it require a regulated 

entity to put in place a specific arrangement for a borrower, as these are commercial decisions 

for the lender.  As stated previously, the CBI review of the CCMA last year found that the 

CCMA is working effectively and as intended in the context of the sale of loans by regulated 

lenders.  

 

2.4 Another relevant Government Bill in the area of mortgage arrears and repossessions 

is the Land and Conveyancing Law Reform (Amendment) Bill 2019 that provides that a court 

shall, in repossession proceedings, consider whether the making of an order would be 

proportionate in all the circumstances of the case. For that purpose, it may take account of a 

range of factors, including those set out in a non-exhaustive listing in the Bill.  

 

 

3. Is there a wider EU/international context?  

3.1 Article 127(4) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union and Article 4 of 

the European System of Central Banks (ESCB) Statute require consultation with the European 

Central Bank (ECB) on certain national legislative provisions.  One such provision that requires 

consultation is for “rules applicable to financial institutions insofar as they materially influence 

the stability of financial institutions and markets”.  

 

3.2 The CBI are also of the view that the Single Resolution Board (SRB) should also be 

consulted because they have responsibility for resolution-related decision-making for 

Ireland’s significant institutions under the Single Resolution Mechanism.  The Department 

recommends that the FINPERT Committee should consult with the SRB along with consulting 

the ECB as a matter of urgency. 

 

3.3 The Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) requires Irish banks to reduce NPLs in a 

sustainable way and the ECB Guidance on NPL reduction outlines the measures, processes 

and best practices which the banks are expected to incorporate when tackling their NPLs.  

 

 

 

A.2. Implications and implementation of the Bill’s proposals (Policy implications / 

implementation) 
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4. How is the approach taken in the Bill likely to best address the policy issue?  

4.1 The Government and the CBI do not believe that additional legislative protections in 

respect of the sale of loans are necessary, following the passage of several pieces of legislation 

to address this issue in recent years.   

4.2 The Bill essentially wants to end the sale of loans to private equity funds in particular. 

The reasoning behind wanting all loan sales to cease is because of the mistaken belief that 

consumer protections are reduced after loans are transferred.  However, in seeking to pursue 

this policy objective, the Bill would impede all mortgage transfers and, as will be outlined 

later, this will have severe unintended consequences for the funding of mortgage books.  This 

will, in turn, increase the costs of funding, reduce the appetite of lenders to make loans and 

increase lenders’ credit standards to avoid needing borrowers consent in the future.  The 

combined effects will include higher interest rates for existing customers and new customers, 

along with reduced volumes of mortgage lending.  

4.3 The Bill introduces an obligation on a lender to seek permission from the borrower 

before a loan is sold.  The exemption to this obligation is only in extreme cases including for 

“serious business difficulties” when the CBI determines that a lender is failing or likely to fail.      

4.4 However, there is no evidence that consumers who are in mortgage arrears fare better 

with banks than with private equity firms.  In fact, the review of the CCMA found that for 

borrowers who engage with the process, the CCMA is working effectively and as intended in 

the context of the sale of loans by regulated lenders.  In the Report, based on the number of 

properties taken into possession by banks, Retail Credit Firms and Unregulated Loan Owners 

(over the period Q1 2016 to end Q1 2018), established that there was no material difference 

in the level of repossession activity by Unregulated Loan Owners compared with regulated 

lenders. 

4.5 Furthermore, neither the CBI or the Financial Services and Pensions Ombudsman have 

reported instances of such treatment, despite many calls for such evidence to be given to the 

CBI for examination.  

 

5. What alternative and/or additional policy, legislative and non-legislative approaches 

were considered, including those proposed by the Government and what, does the 

evidence suggest, are the differences between and the merits of each?  

Neither the Government nor the CBI believes that there is a current need for additional 

legislation.     
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6. Are there Government-sponsored Bills (or General Schemes) which are related to and/or 

broadly aim to address the same issue? Are there merits in combining them?  

There are not any Government-sponsored Bills (or General Schemes)  that are directly 

applicable, however the Land and Conveyancing Law Reform (Amendment) Bill 2019 provides 

that a court shall, in repossession proceedings, consider whether the making of an order 

would be proportionate in all the circumstances of the case. For that purpose, it may take 

account of a range of factors, including issues like engagement with the lender and family 

dependents amongst other things.  As pointed out earlier a number of pieces of recent 

legislation have also addressed this issue. 

 

 

7. What are the specific policy implications of each proposal contained within the Bill 

(environmental / economic / social / legal)? Has an impact assessment (environmental/ 

economic /social / legal) been published (by Government or a third party) in respect of each 

proposal contained within the Bill?  

7.1 It would be a matter for the sponsoring Deputy or the Oireachtas to produce an impact 

assessment.  To date, the Department has not had sight of one. However, the Department 

has assessed the implications of the Bill and sought the views of the CBI.  We have also 

received valuable insights from the Banking and Payments Federation Ireland (BPFI).   

 

7.2 The Department of Finance is strongly of the view that a credible independent ex ante 

economic impact assessment of the Bill should be carried out as a matter of urgency if the Bill 

is allowed proceed.  But to be clear, the Department of Finance do not believe this Bill should 

proceed at all.   

 

7.3 The implications of Sections 2 and 5 are wide ranging and potentially very negative. 

This issue is expanded on below. 

 

Sections 21 and 52:  The impact of these sections on the Loan Sale Process in Ireland 

Section 2 outlines the conditions for the transfer of residential mortgages and Section 5 

outlines the information to be provided by the lender.  However, when one examines the 

reality of how a loan sale takes place, these two sections would make the execution of such 

                                                           
1 Section 2 introduces an obligation on a lender to seek written permission from the borrower before a loan secured on a 

residential property, is sold.  Enough information must be provided to the borrower to allow them make an informed decision 
and the borrower must be given a reasonable time in which to either give or decline consent.  

 
2 Section 5 lists the information that must be provided to the borrower as part of a request for consent to transfer under 

Section 2.  This includes information on the name and address of the intended transferee and/or holding company, any 
relationship between the lender and transferee, information about the transferee, its business, details of its involvement in 
managing mortgages, its policy and procedures for setting interest rates and repayments, and confirmation that existing 
arrangements continue in the absence of specific consent from the borrower. 
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loan sales impossible, even in the unlikely event that all consents were received as prescribed 

by the Bill.   

 

The following are the steps involved in a typical loan sale: 

1. An NPL sale process is typically conducted through a two stage competitive bidding 

process.  

2. At each stage prospective bidders in the NPL market will be granted access to certain 

information in relation to the loans that are to be sold. 

3. This information is usually made available in a secure virtual data room (VDR) and is 

presented in a fairly uniform way as it has the potential to improve the efficiency and 

success of sale processes and provide greater predictability for all parties at all stages 

- but clearly each party needs to obtain its own legal, accounting, tax and/or other 

professional advice in the context of each particular NPL transaction. 

4. In Stage 1 prospective bidders will access a range of information which is made 

available in the VDR which will enable them to carry out preliminary financial due 

diligence and valuation – the information typically available in the VDR at this stage 

includes a data tape stratifying the NPL portfolio, collateral valuations for a sample of 

properties as well as legal diligence information. 

5. Selected bidders from Stage 1 may then be invited to participate in Stage 2 of bidding. 

6. Bidders who go through to the next stage of the process will have access to much 

more granular information which again is made available in the VDR, for example, the 

data tape may contain more granular detail which will allow them to carry out more 

extensive financial due diligence and valuation exercise. 

7. At this stage a full suite of terms and conditions including copy facility letters and 

mortgage deeds would be made available, all of which would be reviewed by the 

purchaser’s legal advisers. 

8. At the end of stage 2 the seller will look to select a preferred bidder assuming they are 

satisfied with the price being offered and will look to conclude the various transaction 

agreements.  

 

7.4 An issue arises immediately at point 2 above in the process. Prospective bidders would 

normally be granted access to certain information regarding the loans to be sold at this stage.  

However, under the Bill as proposed, information regarding the buyer, their policies and 

procedures etc. have to be provided to the borrower for them to determine whether they will 

give their consent to their loan being sold.  Obviously in reality, at Step 2, the bank selling the 

loans has no idea who, at that point in time, may end up purchasing the loans.   Likewise, a 

prospective purchaser will have no idea if borrowers will consent, making the process of 

pricing and planning impossible.  

 

7.5 Essentially, the loan sale process cannot proceed under the Bill. 
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8. Could the Bill, as drafted, have unintended policy consequences, if enacted?  

8.1 The Bill as drafted could have many unintended consequences that would be very 

serious and negative for the mortgage market.  The Department of Finance shares the very 

significant concerns that the CBI have expressed regarding the terms of the Bill from a 

consumer protection, prudential supervision and financial stability perspective.  

 

8.2 The Bill will likely result in higher mortgage interest rates for all customers, the 

availability of fewer mortgages overall with stricter conditions and may well lead to a 

reduction in competition in the Irish mortgage market.  It may also result in damaging the 

financial health of various banks operating in Ireland and thereby reduce the value 

significantly of the State’s shareholding in the banks. 

 

 

 

Financial Stability 

Implications for the use of Irish mortgages for CBI/ECB monetary policy operations and the 

provision of liquidity to the banking system 

8.3 In accordance with Article 18.1 of the Statute of the European System of Central Banks 

(ESCB) and of the ECB, the Eurosystem provides credit to eligible monetary policy 

counterparties only against adequate collateral.  Collateral refers to both marketable financial 

securities, including government bonds, covered bonds and asset-backed securities (ABS), 

and non-marketable assets such as credit claims, mortgage-backed promissory notes (MBPN) 

and special mortgage-backed promissory notes (SMBPNs).  

 

8.4 Irish retail banks rely to a significant extent on mortgage-related collateral when 

accessing Eurosystem credit operations given their business models. In recent years this 

mortgage related collateral has been concentrated mainly on covered bonds and ABS, 

specifically residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) and SMBPNs.  More generally, ABS 

and covered bonds represent asset categories that are mobilised to a significant extent by 

monetary policy counterparties across the euro area.  

 

8.5 The Bill, if enacted, could have negative consequences for Irish banks’ ability to access 

borrowing through Eurosystem credit operations.   In the first instance, it would seem likely 

that the Eurosystem, as a taker of collateral, would have concerns about the realisation of 

such collateral in the event of a counterparty default. This could in turn render Irish banks 

“outliers” and put them at a disadvantage vis-à-vis peers in the euro area in relation to 

potential access to Eurosystem funding. During the last financial crisis, Irish banks’ ability to 

mobilise ABS, covered bonds, SMBPNs and MBPN originated/issued by themselves as 

collateral to borrow from the Eurosystem was often crucial in ensuring their liquidity needs 
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were met when market bases funding was not available. It should be recalled that as the 

sovereign debt crisis intensified in 2010, markets were virtually closed for Irish banks.  Indeed 

total monetary policy lending provided by the CBI, on behalf of the Eurosystem, to Irish 

domiciled institutions rose to a high of €140 billion towards the end of 2010.   While it is 

unclear the extent to which the Bill, if enacted, would impact on Irish banks’ ability to 

securitise residential mortgages or issue covered bonds backed by them, it has the potential 

to severely restrict their capacity to access Eurosystem credit, particularly in a crisis or at times 

of market stress.  

 

8.6 The potential adverse reaction of ratings agencies on Irish banks and the instruments 

they issue is also worth considering in the context of the Eurosystem collateral framework.  

Eurosystem collateral eligibility rules specify minimum ratings thresholds which must be met 

depending on the instrument type.  Accordingly, negative rating actions have implications for 

the eligibility of collateral and its valuation.   

 

8.7 In a default scenario, the Bill has the potential to negatively impact the viable 

realisation of domestic banks’ mortgage backed collateral including SMBPNs.  Where a 

counterparty defaulted and the CBI had to realise the value of an SMBPN pool, the CBI would 

likely appoint a Receiver to manage the pool of mortgages.  In such circumstances, the 

notification requirement could become applicable if a “transfer” was deemed to have 

occurred to the Receiver in such a scenario.   It is also possible that the Bill could raise concern 

regarding disposals of secured collateral (covered bonds and ABS) in case of a counterparty 

default.  The Bill may have a material impact on covered bonds insofar as it may prevent 

realisation of the underlying collateral in the case of a counterparty and/or bond default.  

 

8.8 Furthermore, given that the Irish domestic banks’ loan books have a bias towards 

residential mortgages, they heavily rely on mortgage-backed collateral for use with the 

Eurosystem.  Therefore, any impediment to them mobilising such collateral, such as the 

notification requirement, could raise level-playing-field concerns and put Irish banks at a 

significant funding disadvantage vis-à-vis Eurosystem peers.   This is particularly relevant as 

domestic counterparties are not in a position to mobilise alternative collateral (e.g. 

commercial loans (credit claims)), which are widely used in many other euro area 

jurisdictions.  

 

8.9 The Bill could impact on the ability of the lender or collateral holder to recover the 

underlying collateral, this would suggest that there are higher risks for the lender or holder of 

the exposure, and it could be assumed this should be “priced-in” to the transactions 

accordingly.  If the Bill increases the risk of the lender or collateral holder not being able to 

realise the loan or collateral, this may transmit itself into higher mortgage lending rates 

and/or higher yields on the bonds to reflect the increased risks.   
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Implications on the use of Irish mortgages as collateral for bank liquidity and funding 

purposes more generally 

8.10 The funding profile of the domestic retail banks has changed dramatically from the 

pre-crisis period where they were heavily reliant on wholesale funding to the present position 

where their core businesses are largely deposit funded.  Nonetheless, they still require an 

element of wholesale funding in their overall funding mix in order to continue to satisfy their 

regulatory liquidity obligations in an efficient and cost effective manner.  

 

8.11 A key regulatory obligation that each bank will be required to satisfy in the future is 

the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR), which aims to promote resilience over a longer time 

horizon by creating obligations for banks to fund their activities with more stable sources of 

funding on an ongoing basis.  One goal of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) 

in developing the NSFR has been to support financial stability by helping to ensure that 

funding shocks do not significantly increase the probability of distress for individual banks, a 

potential source of systemic risk. 

8.12 The NSFR is expressed as a ratio that must equal or exceed 100%. The ratio relates the 

bank's available stable funding to its required stable funding given the liquidity characteristics 

and residual maturities of its assets. This necessitates holding an element of longer term 

funding (i.e. greater than 1 year) and if the longer term funding is not available on a secured 

basis (using ACS or securitisation) then it will have to be accessed on an unsecured basis which 

is much more expensive which will likely be passed onto to consumers in the form of higher 

lending rates. 

8.13 Securitisation, facilitated by the ability to transfer or sell loans, provides a source of 

funding to the Irish credit institutions and is an effective credit risk transfer and risk 

management tool. As an additional source of funding, it provides a diversification of funding 

sources, achieves lower funding costs that can be obtained on the basis of the originator’s 

own credit risk, and longer maturity profile. As an effective credit risk transfer and risk 

management tool, it reduces regulatory and economic capital (to free-up capital for new 

lending), provides flexibility to manage balance sheet objectives (balance sheet reduction) 

and improves the return on equity/assets and liquidity ratios.   

8.14 With this Bill, institutions could lose the ability to raise funding through market-based 

channels, through the issuance of RMBS and Asset Covered Securities (ACS).  Banks would 

likely also lose the ability to use these securities if retained as collateral for monetary policy 

operations. Subsequently, this may result in less mortgage credit being extended and/or the 

cost of funding for mortgage credit increasing. Cost of funds for institutions would rise due to 

funding being raised through more expensive unsecured debt. Unsecured debt can be 
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considerably more expensive than secured funding e.g. historically Irish banks have seen 160 

bps+ spreads between ACS funding and senior unsecured debt.  

8.15 During the crisis, the outstanding amount of securitised mortgages peaked at €52 

billion, which was 39% of total mortgages. This funding source proved to be critical as 

securitisations were used as collateral to obtain liquidity from the CBI.  Irish banks required 

this source of funding as they were unable to replace senior unsecured debt in the market at 

the time.   At the end of 2017, nearly €28 billion of mortgages were securitised by credit 

institutions.  This represents over a quarter of their mortgage book.  

8.16 Bank’s funding costs are also influenced by their credit ratings. The rating agencies 

upgrades of Irish banks reflect their views on (1) improvements in asset quality; (2) adequacy 

of capital levels; and (3) stable core profitability and sustained net interest margin. As a result, 

cost of funds for the Irish banks have been decreasing as credit ratings improve since the 

crisis.  However further improvements remain constrained by the remaining sizeable stock of 

NPLs. If mortgage NPLs can no longer be transferred, it has the potential to negatively affect 

the credit ratings of the banks which would result in an increase in the cost of funds. Invariably 

these increased cost of funds would be transferred onto consumers, resulting in higher loan 

repayments.   

 

 

 

Consumer impact on price & supply 

Mortgage interest rates  

8.17 The impact on the ability of a lender or collateral holder to recover the underlying 

exposure, could in all likelihood result in these higher risks for the lender being translated into 

higher mortgage interest rates.  As mentioned above, high NPL levels also impede the 

provision of credit due to the additional regulatory capital required and would likely effect 

the issue of new mortgages. 

 

8.18 It is also worth considering how this Bill would sit alongside Deputy Michael McGrath’s 

Private Members Bill, the Central Bank (Variable Rate Mortgages) Bill 2016, its objective being 

to allow the CBI cap mortgage lending rates.  For example if, as is highly likely, this Bill were 

to put upward pressure on lending interest rates due to the need to reprice risks, and other 

legislation is intended to try to keep some downward pressure on lending rates, this will result 

in a dichotomy between the ability of the two pieces of legislation to work alongside each 

other.  Such dichotomy could create an incentive for banks to reduce mortgage lending in 

favour of other forms of non-mortgage lending, where there is less interference and pricing 

restrictions, and thereby may have the unintended consequence of reducing the supply of 

credit for mortgages.  
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8.19 Furthermore, research across Europe has shown that a high share of NPLs on the 

balance sheets of banks has caused banks to constrain their extension of credit to borrowers 

and has weakened their level of interest rate pass-through.  When the Eurosystem lowers its 

interest rate, borrowers at banks with high NPLs benefit by less than borrowers at banks with 

lower NPLs do.  This causes concerns around fairness and a level playing field.  

 

8.20 In the Irish case, the high share of NPLs on the balance sheets of the domestic banks 

have contributed to higher interest rates on mortgage, consumer credit and business lending.  

Bank credit to firms, particularly for funding investment, is an important determinant of GDP 

growth.  The macroeconomic impact of impediments to the banking sector in providing credit 

to Irish firms is thus also a key concern.  

 

8.21 NPLs are a key measure of banks’ credit quality and can affect banks’ debt issuances 

along with investor perceptions of banks and consequently influence the cost of equity and 

funding.  The presence of elevated NPLs on the balance sheet of Irish banks has been a 

persistent issue since the financial crisis, as NPLs represent a risk to financial stability during 

times of market uncertainty.   The Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) expects Irish banks to 

reduce the number of NPLs on their books.  The current draft European Banking Authority 

(EBA) guidance defines high levels of NPLs as above 5% and the latest NPL figure for Irish 

banks at Q3 2018 were €22.5 billion with an NPL Ratio of 10.4%.  

8.22 Banks that continue to carry elevated levels of NPLs will be more vulnerable to future 

shocks.  High NPL levels also impede the provision of credit due to additional regulatory 

capital required, and will therefore constrain new lending to households and firms.  

Furthermore, they impose direct and indirect costs (time, monetary and diversion of 

management focus) on financial institutions which may also ultimately raise the cost of credit 

for borrowers.  

8.23 It is important also to highlight that if loan transfers to third parties are no longer a 

viable option for banks to allow them reduce their NPLs, a likely consequence would be an 

increase in the number of repossessions by banks. 

 

 

Impact on the risk weighting of Irish mortgage assets of banks and the supervisory approach 

of the authorities in relation to the requirement to reduce the level of non-performing 

exposures in the banking system. 

8.24 Another consideration when assessing the impact of the proposed Bill is on the capital 

requirements of banks with mortgage loan portfolios.  In an environment where the 

resolution process is already lengthy, restraining bank's abilities to sell NPLs will, all else being 

equal, limit the options available for resolving such NPLs.  
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8.25 Inability to resolve NPLs is expected to have the effect of further elongating the time 

required, and increasing the costs associated with, the effective workout of such loans.  In 

addition, there is increased uncertainty with regard to the banks' ability to realise potential 

cash flow for such loans, including both regular ongoing payments and/or any potential larger 

bullet payments due at loan termination.  These impacts are expected to result in higher 

credit charges used in loan loss provisioning and higher Loss Given Default (LGD) estimates 

used in the calculation of Risk Weighted Assets (RWA).  The increased RWAs, in combination 

with the higher capital requirements expected for institutions with elevated levels of NPLs 

would impact on banks' capital adequacy, and have the potential to impact on other areas 

such as loan pricing and access to credit. 

 

8.26 As articulated in the ECB Guidance to banks on NPLs, banks have four broad strategies 

available to them to reduce NPLs: a) Forbearance, b) Sale; c) Change of exposure type; d) 

Legal. Banks tend to run a mixed approach depending on the type of exposure and external 

market conditions.  However, removing a bank's ability to sell loans would effectively be 

removing an important tool which assists banks in reducing NPLs and return to their core 

functions - supporting consumers and the economy.  In the recent past, portfolio sales have 

formed an important part of EU restructuring plans and banks exiting the Irish 

market.  Removing a viable option for reducing NPLs currently on Irish banks balance sheets 

will have a detrimental impact on the individual banks and capital positions, and subsequently 

their ability to support consumers and the economy, and could jeopardise market stability. 

 

 

Commercial position of lenders 

8.27 It is important that, subject to compliance with the statutory CPC and CCMA, 

authorised financial institutions should be allowed to manage their assets in their best 

economic and commercial interests. It is not intended that these important consumer 

protection and contractual measures – subject to their full application and compliance – 

should be unduly restrictive on the legitimate economic rights of creditors.   

 

8.28 There are both practical and commercial reasons why it would not be appropriate to 

place excessive and unfair restrictions on lenders which may wish to seek to sell or assign 

their loans.  There also wider economic impacts, for example: 

 

• it is incumbent on the seller of loans to obtain the best price it can for them to 

improve the bank's capital position and to enable it to continue lending to the real 

economy; 

• lenders may take the decision that it is more efficient and cost effective to make a 

single bulk sale than multiple individual sales with no certainty about completions; 
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• it is important for lenders to be in a position to efficiently and effectively securitise 

their loan assets in order to access new liquidity/finance at a reasonable cost from the 

market and/or the ECB; 

• lenders may make decisions to freely enter or leave a market and any measures 

which would effectively prevent them from leaving a market would not be one which 

would actually encourage them entering such a market in the first instance (i.e. in 

effect not being in a position to buy or sell an existing loan book); 

• it is noted that the Bill does not differentiate between Buy-to-Let (BTL) mortgages 

and Principal Dwelling House (PDH) mortgages, nor does it confine itself to mortgages 

issued to consumer borrowers, therefore it could impact on loans provided to 

commercial and non-consumer borrowers, for a residential purpose; and  

• this Bill could also prevent the sale of mortgages issued to landlords who are in 

default and retaining the rent from their properties without paying the mortgage, 

notwithstanding record high rents.  

 

8.29 The existing voluntary nature of the Code of Practice, or indeed the statutory 

Consumer Protection Codes put in place by the CBI do not remove or effectively restrict a 

legitimate commercial right of lenders.  However, putting this particular voluntary Code of 

Practice on a statutory basis would effectively prevent lenders from pursuing a legitimate 

commercial course of action (particularly in respect of existing mortgage contracts) and would 

be commercially harmful to mortgage creditors. 

 

 

 

9. Has the Committee taken due consideration of the opinion of the European Central Bank 

(ECB) on the Bill, if applicable? 

9.1 It is for the Committee to seek the Opinion of the ECB on the Bill.   Both the CBI and 

the Department of Finance are strongly of the view that it will be necessary to consult the 

ECB and possibly the Single Resolution Board (SRB) as a matter of urgency.   

 

9.2 Article 127(4) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Central Bank and 

Article 4 of the ESCB Statute, provides that the European Central Bank must be consulted on 

“rules applicable to financial institutions insofar as they materially influence the stability of 

financial institutions”. The Central Bank also believes that the SRB be consulted as it has 

responsibility for resolution-related decision-making for Ireland’s significant institutions. 

 

 

 

10. How would the Bill, if enacted, be implemented?  
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The CBI would be the regulated authority for this Bill if it was enacted.  It would also 

administer the administrative sanctions regime, which would be used to pursue any breaches 

of the legislation.   

 

 

 

11. Are there appropriate performance indicators which the Department, or whoever is 

ultimately charged with implementing the Bill, can use to assess the extent to which it 

meets its objective? Does it include formal review mechanisms?  

11.1 The Bill’s overriding objective is to prohibit mortgage loans sales from banks to private 

equity funds.   The process by which this is achieved is by insisting that written borrower 

consent is given, thus making the sale process unworkable in practice. 

 

11.2 There is no formal review mechanism in the Bill.  The Bill, if enacted, is likely to have 

an immediate and wide reaching effect on prudential supervision and financial stability.  

 

 

 

Cost evaluation 

 

12. Will there be enforcement or compliance costs?  

For the financial institutions themselves, there will be costs associated with the legal 

obligation to obtain written consent for each borrower.   Furthermore, as noted above, the 

CBI would be the competent authority and this would result in an increased workload with 

associated staff and financial costs. 

 

The Department of Finance will also need additional staff to monitor the economic and 

financial stability impacts of this Bill.  Please also see Section 13.3. 

 

13. What are the likely financial costs of implementing the proposals in the Bill, and what is 

the likely overall fiscal impact on the Exchequer?  

13.1 The Minister for Finance believes that a money message is required.  The implications 

of the Bill will have very significant costs to the Exchequer, directly and indirectly.   

 

 

13.2 Sections 8, 9 and 10 of the Bill will impose a regulatory cost that the CBI would have 

to meet under the various subsections of Section 32 of the Central Bank Acts, 1942.   The CBI 

is required under Section 32C to prepare an estimate of its income for the coming year from 

levies and fees under Section 32D and E and from any other source of funds for the purposes 

of its powers and functions under the designated enactments and designated statutory 

instruments and its expenditure in relation to those powers and functions.   Under Section 
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32D, the Central Bank Commission makes regulations for levies to be paid.   Such regulations, 

which are made annually, cannot take effect unless the Minister approves them.   The same 

regime applies to fees to be paid by persons and/or classes of persons under Section 32E.   

Under Section 32I, the Central Bank Commission is empowered to apply moneys to meet a 

shortfall between the costs of implementing financial regulation and the income it receives 

under Sections 32D and 32E but only if the Minister approves the use of the moneys, which 

reduces the Central Bank surplus, 80% of which is due to the Exchequer.  It appears that this 

structure was put in place for reasons of practicality and administrative convenience but care 

was taken to ensure that the Exchequer was protected at all times by the requirement for the 

Minister’s approval under Sections 32D and 32E for levies and fees and under Section 32I for 

the use of moneys otherwise due to the Exchequer.  The net impact on the Exchequer is 

identical to the alternative whereby all the surplus due to the Exchequer would be paid in full 

and the Exchequer would remit the moneys owed for the shortfall between the expenditure 

and income relating to financial regulation.  It is noted that this Bill does not make any 

provision for the imposition of levies or fees in relation to the functions being imposed on the 

CBI.  Accordingly, the costs of enforcing the Bill would increase the shortfall that the Minister 

would have to approve under Section 32I.  

 

13.3 The cost of this subvention to the CBI is substantial.  The cost was €69.7 million in 

2016, €73.5 million in 2017 and €66.0 million in 2018.  The reduction in 2018 arises from 

increases in the levies paid by industry under Section 32D.  While it is policy to gradually 

increase the level of the levies to cover more of the costs incurred by the CBI in the 

implementation of financial regulation, it will be many years before the gap is closed.  Even 

when it is, it is likely that there will be shortfalls as operational expenditure can be increased 

in response to events, while levies can only be changed annually.     

 

 

13.4 As outlined already, this Bill is likely to have a major impact on the economy and on 

the public finances.  This will make the preparation of estimates of the receipts and estimates 

of the expenditure of the State for each financial year, as required of the Government under 

Article 28.4 of the Constitution, more difficult.  It will, therefore, be necessary to mitigate this 

problem and enable the Government to fulfil its constitutional duty by increasing the staff 

and other resources of the Department of Finance to enable the close monitoring of the 

economic and financial stability impacts of this Bill and to develop forecasting methodologies 

to cope with these impacts.  

 

In addition to extra staffing costs as a result of the necessity to monitor the economic and 

financial stability impacts of this Bill, the Department of Finance is strongly of the view that 

an independent ex-ante economic assessment of this Bill be carried out if it proceeds past the 

scrutiny phase.  The Department would be willing to run the procurement process for this and 

to meet the costs of the evaluation.  
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13.5 As is outlined subsequently, the Bill, if passed, will override existing contractual rights, 

which are property rights protected by the Constitution, with the outcome being numerous 

legal challenges to this legislation by the financial industry that will result in substantial legal 

costs for the State in defending these cases. Enactment of this legislation will likely result in 

legal challenges from mortgage loan owners whose assets will become fettered and lose 

value.  Their position will be that the public good arising from the legislation is minimal at 

best, collectively the public will be worse off and that the action taken is not proportionate.   

 

13.6 In particular, investors in existing securitised bonds or mortgage backed covered 

bonds, worth €27.9 billion (€21.6 billion in 2018) and €16.4 billion respectively at the end of 

2017, undertook their investments on the basis of collateral that was unencumbered.  This 

Bill would change that.  Investors would have been unlikely to either invest or pay the price 

they did for encumbered collateral.  Defending claims from this source, and paying 

compensation if the State lost, would impose a major cost on the Exchequer.   

 

13.7 The Minister is strongly of the view that the Bill will have a significant contingent 

liability for the Exchequer.  This is because the Bill will effectively ban loans sales by banks 

who will then have to continue to hold them on their balance sheet and, where sufficient 

provisions have not already been made for NPLs, will consequently require the banks to hold 

greater provisions/capital levels.  Given that the State is a large or major shareholder in the 

systemically important banks, any additional capital requirement which may arise from banks 

not being able to sell their loans will have to be either directly provided by the Exchequer 

and/or be at the expense of the State’s existing shareholding in the banks.  

 

 

13.8 The significant commercial and financial restrictions imposed on lenders by this Bill 

has the potential to restrict their ability to raise liquidity and funding on reasonable terms and 

the curtailment of their ability to sell their NPLs could have knock-on capital implications.  It 

could impose significant economic and financial costs for the Irish economy and society due 

for example by way of a reduction in mortgage lending availability and an increase in 

mortgage interest rates and, as we saw in 2008 and the immediate following years, this 

burden will eventually and ultimately have to be met by the Exchequer and society at 

large.  Therefore, this Bill poses very significant long term costs and inherent contingent 

liabilities for the Exchequer. 

 

 

13.9  The legal analysis below highlights that the Bill is interfering with vested private 

property rights.  It also highlights that compensation may be a potential remedy, albeit a very 
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expensive one for the Exchequer.  Clearly any decision to use such a remedy would require a 

money message. 

 

 

14. Have cost-benefit analyses (CBA) been provided / published (by Government or a third 

party) in respect of each proposal contained within the Bill? Will benefits /costs impact on 

some groups / stakeholders more than others?  

14.1 There has been no cost-benefit analysis provided by the Sponsoring Deputy. 

 

14.2 As mentioned numerous times, the Department of Finance and the CBI are strongly of 

the view that this Bill will not provide any additional safeguards for consumers but will instead 

have potentially severe unintended consequences.   

 

14.3 If it is intended to proceed with this Bill against Department of Finance advice, an ex-

ante cost benefit analysis should be carried out.  

 

 

 

PART B - Legal Analysis 

[Note - In conducting scrutiny under Part B, the Committee shall have regard to whether the 

Bill has been cleared by the OPLA drafting service] 

 

 

15. Is the draft PMB compatible with the Constitution (including the ‘principles and policies’ 

test)?  

15.1 Articles 40.3.1 and 40.3.2 of the Constitution provide as follows: 

1. The State guarantees in its laws to respect, and, as far as practicable, by its laws 

to defend and vindicate the personal rights of the citizen. 

2. The State shall, in particular, by its laws protect as best it may from unjust attack 

and, in the case of injustice done, vindicate the life, person, good name, and 

property rights of every citizen. 

 

Article 43.2 also provides that “[t]he State….guarantees to pass no law attempting to 

abolish the right of private ownership or the general right to transfer, bequeath, and 

inherit property”.  

 

15.2 The Government is of the view that the Bill as drafted would override existing 

contractual rights for persons who issued mortgages to sell them on to third parties. 

Furthermore it purports to introduce a unilateral alteration of existing contractual terms for 

mortgages. The mortgagors concerned would have agreed, as a condition to borrow, that the 

mortgage could be sold on. In doing so the Bill is overriding or abrogating vested private 
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property rights. Constitutionally this can only be done in a proportionate manner and where 

justified by the exigencies of the common good.  

 

15.3  Any encroachment on property rights must satisfy the proportionality test articulated 

by Costello J. in Heaney v. Ireland [1994] 3 IR 593: 

 

 “The objective of the impugned provision must be of sufficient importance to warrant 

the overriding of a constitutionally protected right. It must relate to concerns pressing and 

substantial in a free and democratic society. The means chosen must pass a proportionality 

test. They must: 

 

(a) Be rationally connected to the objective and not be arbitrary, unfair or 

based on irrational considerations; 

(b) Impair the right as little as possible, and 

(c) Be such that their effects on rights are proportional to the objective.” 

 

 

 

15.4 After consulting with the Office of the Attorney General, the Department of Finance 

is of the view  that the interference proposed by this Bill is disproportionate and therefore 

unconstitutional. There is a significant difference, from a legal and constitutional perspective, 

in proposing a “best practice” voluntary Code of Practice to which institutions could choose 

to adhere to in appropriate circumstances and imposing a blanket legal obligation to forego 

contractual rights which formed part of the basis on which a contract was entered into. The 

legislation imposes a blanket ban on all sales (without consent) without differentiation as 

regards the purchaser who will buy the loan. Furthermore, since almost all such sales are 

conducted on a portfolio basis, the administration inherent in obtaining consent from each 

borrower would effectively preclude any such sales taking place, irrespective of whether 

borrowers would ultimately be inclined to consent or not. Some restriction on the power to 

sell on is constitutionally permissible but it is not apparent that this Bill has endeavoured to 

minimise the restrictions imposed, but rather would have the effect of imposing an effectively 

blanket ban. 

 

15.5 A potential, but very expensive, remedy to address the disproportionate nature of this 

proposed interference in property rights would be to provide for adequate compensation.  

Given the residential loan book is estimated at c. €120 billion, the potential costs would be in 

the millions of billions.  This would clearly require a money message.   

 

 

16. Is the draft PMB compatible with EU legislation and human rights legislation (ECHR)?  
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16.1 Conflicts could also arise with regard to the prohibition on the sale of loans in this Bill 

and the Central Bank Act 1997, as amended by recent credit servicing legislation, the 

Consumer Protection (Regulation of Credit Servicing Firms) Act, 2018. As a consequence of 

that legislation, anyone who owns credit must be authorised by the CBI and failure to comply 

with this is an offence. If a “Lender” within the meaning of this Act were to find themselves 

no longer authorised to hold credit, this legislation could potentially prohibit them from 

selling their loan book to a regulated Financial Service Provider. This would cause them to be 

in breach of criminal legislation and would also mean that the borrower would lose the 

benefit of the person who owned their loan being a regulated Financial Service Provider. Such 

a lender would find themselves in a catch 22, where this legislation would prevent them from 

addressing a potential criminal liability under another provision. 

 

16.2 The Bill may also give rise to difficulties from an EU law perspective. The Working 

Paper of the 16th of January 2019: WK 634/2019 INIT, proposes a Directive on credit servicers, 

credit purchasers and the recovery of collateral.    The Directive is not, of course, finalised or 

entered into force, nevertheless it is appropriate that we have regard to the proposals in 

respect of legislation currently being considered.   It is difficult to say how this Bill will align 

with the eventual Directive since it is not known what degree of harmonisation will apply in 

the Directive and what exact wording will eventually be agreed. That said, the intention of 

the Directive is to facilitate efficient, transparent and competitive secondary markets for the 

sale of NPLs whereas the intention behind the Bill is expressly to prevent the sale of NPLs to 

private equity firms. 

 

 

 

17. Is there ambiguity in the drafting which could lead to the legislation not achieving its 

objectives and/or to case law down the line?  

In terms of identifying the objectives of this Bill, its aim is to prohibit a loan being sold without 

the written consent of the borrower.  In practice, loan sales are bundled in thousands and the 

conditions outlined in this Bill would virtually destroy how this process is carried out.  

However, there will be collateral damage to the funding of mortgage books with this resulting 

in higher mortgage rates for existing customers and reduced supply of capital to lend to new 

customers.  

 

 

18. Are there serious drafting deficiencies or technical drafting errors (e.g. incorrect 

referencing to Acts etc.)?  

The draft Bill is essentially a copy and paste of the outdated voluntary Code of Practice.   
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19. Are there potential unintended legal consequences which may stem from the PMB as 

drafted?  

See Section 8. 

 

 

20. Are appropriate administrative and legal arrangements necessary for compliance and 

enforcement of the provisions of the Bill included? (e.g. if draft Bill contains a prohibition, 

whether the necessary criminal sanctions - including the class of fine - are included).  

The CBI Administrative Sanctions would apply.  
 


